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**Highlights**

- Groups can emerge due to the shared experience of common fate between residents
- The dynamics of such groups’ post-disaster endurance or decline are underexplored
- Ongoing common fate, social support and commemorations can sustain emergent groups
- Individuality, inequality and identity changes can cause groups to decline
- Resilience policies should aim to support groups and reduce inequality of treatment
Abstract
Previous social psychological research has shown that new group relationships can emerge among disaster survivors due to a shared sense of common fate, facilitating the provision of social support and collective coordination. Emergent groups and the support they mobilize over time can be crucial for the recovery period and overall community resilience, but such communities decline over time. What is not known are the psychological group processes that might contribute to or mitigate this decline. In this interview study with 19 flood-affected residents from the city of York, UK, conducted 15 months after the 2015 floods, we explored the factors that affected the decline or persistence of emergent groups in a post-flood community. Through a theoretical thematic analysis, we show how emergent groups can decline due to a lack of common fate, post-flood identity shifts, or perceived inequality. However, we also show that a sense of togetherness can be maintained through past shared adversity, due to the persistence of secondary stressors, intentional collective acts such as commemorations, and through the ongoing provision of social support. Implications for policy and practice are discussed.
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1. Introduction

The likelihood and impact of extreme events such as droughts, flooding, heatwaves and hurricanes is likely to increase due to climate change [1–3], which can take its toll on physical [1,4] and mental [5–8] health. To counteract such negative outcomes, there have been calls to explore how the resilience of communities can be enhanced [9]. Most community resilience programmes traditionally employ the concept of social capital, which emphasises the importance of strong pre-existing networks in facilitating and enhancing disaster response and recovery [10–14]. Indeed, community cohesion can protect against the psychological damage of flooding [15]. However, despite the indisputable importance of strong pre-existing networks for community resilience, such approaches have been criticized for not considering how pre-existing groups come to mobilize [16], how new forms of social capital are created [17], or how novel groups can emerge in absence of pre-existing networks [18]. Considering the criticisms outlined above, Ntontis et al. [18] advocate for a social psychological approach based on the concept of social identity and group membership to account for the contextual micro-processes of group mobilization in disasters. Such an approach is in line with what Berry et al. [5] term as a ‘systems thinking approach’, which focuses on testing behavioural theories, provide empirical evidence, and consider the interactions between the collective level of human behaviour and socio-structural factors embedded within particular social contexts.

Taking the above points on board, in this paper we focus on ‘communities of circumstance’ [19]; that is, groups that arise spontaneously in absence of pre-existing bonds. Spontaneous convergence and altruistic behaviours between strangers are commonly observed during disasters [20–23]. However, despite the fact that the processes of emergence of such groups [24–29] as well as the decline in post-disaster social support and community embeddedness [30] are relatively well-established, why and how emergent groups endure or decline in the long-term aftermath of the disaster has not been thoroughly explored. This question becomes of particular importance when we consider that a) the risk of harm can extend into the recovery period, and b) such emergent, altruistic communities can become sources of ongoing support to those affected and buffer the negative effects that persisting stressors can have upon the affected population. We present findings from an interview study conducted in a flood-affected community at the city of York, UK, 15 months following the disaster.
1.1. Disaster communities

1.1.1. The emergence and complexities of altruistic communities.

Early disaster research has demonstrated how common fate during disasters can break pre-existing distinctions and group boundaries and help people come into groups, and increase altruism and solidarity [20], with later empirical research supporting this observation [21,22,31]. Such communities have been described as ‘communities of circumstance’ [19], ‘therapeutic communities’ [32,33] and ‘altruistic communities’ [34] among others. Solidarity has been documented across a range of disasters including flooding, earthquakes, fires and hurricanes among others [23,31,35].

The interplay between the individual and collective level processes in disaster communities is far from straightforward (for an extended discussion see Kaniasty & Norris [35]). For example, losses, trauma, coping and stress processes at the individual level are often confounded with losses and trauma at the community level [36,37]. While in some occasions the perception of collective trauma and shared fate can foster communication and a sense of togetherness [38], in other instances (such as when there is a perceived collective lack of support [35]) it can be disempowering. Moreover, despite the undoubtably beneficial support that disaster communities can mobilize, sometimes this support might not be equally distributed [39] and can reflect augmented pre-disaster social inequalities. Moreover, post-disaster aid and social support can either enhance or erode the emergent solidarity, as well as disrupt or re-establish the status quo [31]. Considering the complexity described above, it would be a mistake to romanticize and mythologize disaster communities. Rather, it might be more fruitful to explore the psychosocial processes through which such collectives can emerge and become beneficial or corrosive.

1.1.2 A social identity approach to emergent groups in disasters.

It has been argued that to account for emergent groups and spontaneous solidarity we need to move away from merely cost-benefit analyses and consider meaning, social identity, and the wider social and cultural contexts [31]. In anthropology, Oliver-Smith [31] draws on the work by V.W. Turner and his notion of *communitas* [40] to explain how spontaneous togetherness replaces structured interactions when “normality” is disrupted. In liminal times of crisis, previous social roles and the status quo disappear and individuals acquire new social identities and roles within a novel state of affairs, often drawn together by a common identity.

In social psychological terms, the emergent togetherness that can be observed in disasters has been explained through the social identity model of collective psychosocial
resilience (SIMCR hereafter; [25,26,41,42]. SIMCR draws upon self-categorization theory (SCT hereafter; [43]), which specifies the conditions under which we come to perceive ourselves and others as group members, as well as the consequences of such categorizations. SCT treats emergent togetherness and subsequent collective behaviour as dependent upon the salience of a shared social identity [43–45]. One way that shared social identity can emerge is when survivors perceive themselves as experiencing a sense of common fate (see also Paton & Irons [38]). In turn, shared social identity can have a range of positive outcomes: it allows survivors to orient towards shared goals, increases expectations as well as the provision of social support, increases collective efficacy, and empowers collective action. The SIMCR falls within the ‘social cure’ approach in social psychology, which emphasises and has demonstrated the benefits of group membership on wellbeing across a range of contexts [46–48]. Consistent empirical evidence that supports the SIMCR has been found in a wide range of disasters and mass emergencies [27] such as bombings [28], tsunamis and earthquakes [49], and community flooding [29,50]. In the context of flooding, Ntontis et al. [29] showed that common fate that eventually led to the emergence of shared identity was facilitated through the shared experience of the floods, of common secondary stressors (e.g. looting), as well as to combat the perceived lack of support structures by the authorities.

A social identity approach to understanding disaster behaviour is an important contribution to a literature that has traditionally employed the concept of social capital, emphasising the importance of pre-existing networks in facilitating disaster response and recovery [11–14,51]. Despite the benefits that strong pre-existing networks can have for overcoming the impact of disasters, the social capital approach has been unable to account for the processes that lead to the formation of spontaneous groups in disasters [17] or the mobilization processes of existing networks [13]. A social identity approach to group processes in disasters can also be conceptualized as a type of a systems thinking approach [5] that attempts to integrate individual behaviour to collective processes and consider the role of socio-structural factors at the empirical level, with the aim of generating theories of behavioural responses, with the aim of informing policy and practice [18,24,52].

1.2. Declining post-disaster communities, secondary stressors and the importance of group maintenance

Emergent communities and the support they provide for survivors do not operate indefinitely following the acute phase of disasters [35,53]. Fritz and Williams [20] argue that a lack of shared threat following the main event can lead to emergent communities
disintegrating. What follows is usually the return of the status quo. For example, Quarantelli [53] argues that, while disasters temporarily overshadow pre-impact community differences and dissolve group boundaries, old problems can re-emerge in the post-disaster period. A lack of community cohesion and embeddedness in the recovery phase has been related to a reduction in support structures [54] as well as to the extent of the destruction of the community [30,55]. Inevitably, disasters can tear the fabric of social life and the disappearance of emergent communities can be accompanied by survivors’ realisation of the extent of the damage, the beginning of the rebuilding process, as well as a possible perceived lack of available support that overall can negatively affect psychosocial wellbeing [35,56].

The emergence of conflict and division can turn altruistic communities into corrosive ones [57]. This is more likely to be the case when a governmental authority or industry is perceived as responsible for the blame. In such cases, the stress of litigation [58] or perceived inequalities in compensation processes [59] provided to be corrosive for the affected communities. Similarly, social support and post-disaster aid have been shown to either enhance or destroy disaster solidarity depending on the ways they are offered and perceived by the receiving population [31,60]. Top-down support programmes can disrupt the emergent solidarity and hinder social support processes by causing unequal pre-disaster social relations to re-emerge, particularly between minority and majority group members (also see [60]).

Such problems can be exacerbated by the persistence of secondary stressors. Secondary stressors can be described as stressors “following from and are consequent on what has taken place” in a disaster [61] and include loss of possessions, loss of personally important memorabilia, prolonged stay in temporary accommodation, damage to houses, difficulties in claiming insurance compensation, economic difficulties, as well as a loss of social networks and reduction in available social support [62]. Social factors can play a very important role over and above infrastructure and systems recovery in tackling continuing problems during the disaster recovery period. Such stressors can take a toll in the wellbeing of those affected. In the case of flooding, secondary stressors can result in anxiety, PTSD and depression [63,64] for both primary and secondary victims (who were disrupted by a flood despite no water entering their homes) compared to unaffected residents one and two years after the flood [65,66].

From the above it becomes apparent that the maintenance of non-corrosive collectives with positive attributes is necessary during the post-disaster recovery phase. In social identity terms, the maintenance of a positive shared social identity is crucial due to the benefits that group belonging can have on recovery and wellbeing [48]. This point is echoed by Tierney.
and Oliver-Smith [67] as well as by Oliver-Smith [60] who suggest that, apart from material issues, proper recovery processes attempt to fix the torn fabric of social life and to re-establish a community identity. Commemoration is a process of particular importance to disaster recovery [31,68]. Commemorations can be conceptualised as collective rituals that can act to create a sense of community and commonality [69]. Since disasters can damage a community’s social fabric, commemorations and anniversaries can have significant psycho-social functions since they can help re-establish the presence of community, facilitate a sense of belonging and solidarity, and enhance the overall recovery process [68].

1.3. The present study

So far, we have established that shared social identities can emerge during disasters and their effects can be very beneficial both for the response stage as well as in relation to survivors’ wellbeing. However, we also showed that disaster communities can decline during the recovery phase, and some types of communities can become corrosive. Given the importance of shared social identities in terms of the support they can mobilize, our aim in this paper is to examine the factors and processes that can contribute to the decline or sustenance of emergent shared social identity following the disaster. More specifically, we are interested in their endurance both in terms of any contextual affordances (e.g., common fate) as well as in terms of any strategic or conscious actions people undertake to sustain a shared identity across community members (e.g. resident meetings). Before our analysis we discuss the context within which our study was conducted.

1.3.1. The 2015-2016 York Floods

This research took place in York, a city located in North Yorkshire, England, which was hit by Storm Eva in December 2015. The Environment Agency (EA) had issued flood warnings from December 23rd, and the storm hit York on December 24th. York is crossed by two rivers, the Foss and the Ouse, and on December 25th the waters almost entered the control room of the floodgate barrier on the Foss. The EA decided to lift the floodgate to lower the water levels and maintain control over the barrier, and that resulted in the river flooding the surrounding area; around 350 houses and 157 businesses in 37 streets were flooded, and 250 residents were evacuated. A multi-agency response was organised, which involved the North Yorkshire police, the EA, Fire and Rescue services, the City of York council (CYC), and Yorkshire water [70]. There were reports of a strong community spirit in public and media discourses, with around 250 residents and 25 other volunteer groups assisting by gathering
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and organising donations, cleaning properties, and filling sandbags. During the period in which our interviews took place, some secondary stressors were still ongoing. For example, some houses were still being repaired and some residents still lived in temporary housing (including some of our participants). In July 2017, almost 18 months after the floods, York residents were continuing to contact the Citizens Advice York for mental health support to assist them to come to terms with the emotional impact of the floods [71].

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 19 residents in March 2017, almost 15 months after the 2015-2016 York floods. We decided to conduct the study in this timeframe since a) a long time had passed since the immediate impact, b) it was the period when some residents were finally returning to their homes, and c) it is a period when secondary stressors can still be prevalent [65,66] and social support might be necessary. Nine participants were male, 10 were female, and their ages ranged from 30 to 75 years old ($M = 52.1$, $SD = 11.77$) (see Table 1). All participants lived in or close to the flooded areas and came from different households. Due to the inherent difficulties of applied research in disaster populations, and particularly regarding recruitment, we used an opportunity sample based on participants’ willingness to be interviewed. Sixteen participants lived in homes that were flooded and three were indirectly affected – i.e. they were disrupted in terms of communication, commuting to work, or access to resources, but without water entering their houses. One participant was still in temporary accommodation, while some faced various persisting problems such as an inability to claim insurance compensation, property damage, reoccurring stress on rainy days, and irrecoverable possessions. Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the Cross Schools Research Ethics Committee of the University of Sussex. In the results section, participants appear by their respective number and their flood status (e.g. P1F stands for ‘Participant 1 Flooded’, whereas P6I refers to ‘Participant 6 Indirectly affected’).
Table 1. Participants’ demographics, flood status, and perceptions of enduring shared identities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Flood status</th>
<th>Endurance of emergent shared identities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Flooded</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Flooded</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Flooded</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Flooded</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Flooded</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Indirectly affected</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Flooded</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Flooded</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Flooded</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Indirectly affected</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Flooded</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flooded</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Indirectly affected</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Flooded</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Flooded</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
<td>f</td>
<td></td>
<td>Flooded</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Flooded</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Flooded</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P19</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>Flooded</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Procedure

2.2.1. Interview questions.

The interviews were semi-structured and in total lasted around 13.5 hours ($M = 40.75$ minutes, $SD = 13.26$). Three interviews with participants whose homes were flooded were conducted by telephone, and the rest face-to-face in a place that suited both participants and the interviewer (first author). Participants signed a consent form or gave their consent to be recorded and interviewed by telephone.

To construct our interview schedule, we drew on the theoretical framework of SIMCR [25,26]. The interviews focused on participants’ experiences of their community in relation to the flood at the time of the interview. The questions addressed participants’ and other people’s behaviours, including extent of coordinated activity and social support, and experiences of common fate and shared identity with others.
2.2.2. Analytic procedure.

After the interviews were transcribed, we went through multiple readings and initial note taking. Our readings were informed by the social identity literature in relation to emergent group behaviour. Also, the aim of our analysis was to delineate the factors that contribute to the endurance or decline of emergent groups in the post-disaster period. For the aforementioned reasons we applied selective coding to our data and performed a realist, deductive thematic analysis [72,73]. Similar to previous research [27,28], as indicators of shared social identity we treat instances in which participants discuss their experiences in terms of unity or feelings of togetherness with others as well as in terms of a sense of community.

3. Results

This section is organized around the key themes and subthemes that we identified in our analysis. The first theme concerns how shared social identity emerged during and in the direct aftermath of the floods and is largely a confirmation of previous findings. Theme two explores the factors that aided in the maintenance of the shared social identity 15 months following the floods, whereas theme 3 covers the reasons behind the perceived decline of shared social identity. A visual presentation of the themes can be seen in figure 1.

**Figure 1.** Factors that aid in the endurance or decline of emergent shared social identities in the long-term post-disaster period
Theme 1: Shared social identity is a function of common fate during and in the immediate aftermath of the disaster

Similar to previous findings and in line with the SIMCR, it was common for participants to state that the experience of common fate during the disaster led to an increased sense of togetherness. When asked whether she experienced a sense of togetherness, P1F replied that:

**Extract 1**
P1F: yeah I think, ehm, see that’s the one thing I think about the floods [...] those days afterwards where we all had to get back into the house and we all had to go up and take out our stuff, people from the council came with skips and trucks and stuff and were taking away our possessions, and there were people standing on the street, our neighbours we had known for years crying their eyes out because they had to get rid of all kind of, you know, they’ve lost family photos, memorabilia and wedding presents and stuff [inaudible] people were upset and they were shaking, I think everybody was in the same boat as well, and I think we, it does draw the community together more

Earlier in the interview, P1F reported that a shared social identity emerged between herself and her neighbours due to finding oneself experiencing common problems and procedures, as well as sharing similar psychological reactions (“everybody had been, mostly they’d been in their houses, in, gone through it, so we’d all come off at the same time, got off the boat at the same time, I think we were all kind of complete in shock and complete disbelief”). In a similar manner, P13I describes a collapse of pre-existing group boundaries and a temporary disruption of the status quo during the disaster that facilitated the emergence of togetherness within the community (“it’s across York as well, it’s new networks that have formed because of that and you know I think it, yes it, it promoted social cohesion in a strange way, you know cohesion across the classes you know, across the social groupings, the income divides”). However, in extract 1 it also becomes evident it is not only the shared experience of common primary stressors (e.g., floodwater) but also of secondary stressors (e.g., undergoing stressful cleaning procedures following the flood) that facilitated a shared social identity in the period following the immediate impact of the floods.

Importantly, when the lack of institutional support was perceived in collective terms as a community problem, this too helped foster a sense of togetherness. For example, P13I stated that:

**Extract 2**
P13I: we bonded even more strongly, because there was nobody else to support us, there was nobody else to support the residents, well there were but they weren’t getting the help when they actually needed it and in the forms that they needed it, ehm, so I think in a sense it strengthened our social bonds.

The extract above makes the point that perceptions of common fate aren’t only generated through being affected by the same physical phenomena (e.g. flooding) but also due to a perceived collective lack of support. The latter can operate as comparative context against which a shared social identity can emerge among participants.

**Theme 2: Emergent shared social identity can be maintained in the long-term post-disaster period**

From the 19 participants, 11 stated that the shared social identity (i.e. the sense of togetherness) that emerged during the floods persisted even 15 months after the disaster. In the subsequent 4 subthemes we present how participants accounted for this experience. In general, participants discussed the maintenance of shared social identity in terms of past experiences of common fate, ongoing secondary stressors, intentional actions such as commemorations, and ongoing provision of social support.

**Subtheme 2.1: Shared social identity can be sustained due to experiencing common fate in the past.**

When asked whether they still experience a sense of togetherness in the community, more than half of the participants replied positively. For example, P16F and P2F respectively stated that:

**Extract 3**
P16F: I think because you’ve experienced something so horrible together

And

**Extract 4**
P2F: I think you create a bond with the people and they, that, you know when you’ve been through something that’s been very tough and you create a bond with people that have been through it also, I think that’s why it it’s lasting.

From the above it becomes apparent that changes in the comparative context against which people can come to see themselves as members of a common group aren’t necessarily
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temporary. Rather perceiving the experience of an adverse situation in a collective manner can maintain a shared social identity even in the long-term aftermath of the disaster in the form of stronger bonds with people. Other participants described potential mechanisms through which the sense of togetherness can persist:

Extract 5
P1F: because I think we have shared that common experience, and quite traumatic experience, so ehm it’s something, I think this is such a massive part of your life and such a massive ordeal that when you do see people you actually want it’s, it’s quite nice seeing people who had to go through the same experience because you just think “I can actually talk about it to someone who’s completely understanding”

In relation to the extracts above, we suggest that the experience of common fate during a disaster can give rise to a shared social identity that can persist in the post-disaster period due to the strong bonds that were created between the survivors. In extract 5, P1F shows that such bonds can solidify because of a perceived sense of mutual understanding between residents. Thus, shared experiences of the disaster can become ingrained into people’s identities which can result in mutual recognition and increased openness in communication (“someone completely understanding”), which in turn maintains the emergent sense of togetherness.

Subtheme 2.2: Shared social identity can be sustained through the experience of similar secondary stressors.

As we discussed in relation to Theme 1, for some the experience of secondary stressors in the immediate post-flood period gave rise to a shared social identity. However, secondary stressors such as fear of reoccurrence of the event can persist for a long time following the immediate impact, and in our case, reminders such as rising rivers due to intense rainfall appeared to foster a shared social identity. For example, when asked whether there is still a sense of togetherness, P11F replied that:

Extract 6
P11F: ehm, yeah, I think so, oddly came back a little bit, probably it was a bit, you know, I think it was the early part of December when the Foss started rising again, that pulled people, […] everybody’s talking about the same thing, we are all talking about, and I said, I did have a conversation [inaudible] the river and of course it wasn’t anywhere near, cause it was just the normal level of flowing, but I think a little bit more cohesion just because of the common experience ehm […] I think there’s a little bit more cohesion
Here, the sense of togetherness does not appear as operating indefinitely following the flood, but as disappearing and re-emerging (“came back”). Instances of heavy rain acted as reminders of the previous flooding event and acted as comparative context against which people came to see themselves as ingroup members. It is important to point out that such emergent categorisation processes were not automatic but were communicated and enacted as such in collective terms by residents (“we are all talking about it”, “talking about the same thing”). Thus, perceiving an instance in relation to previous events (e.g. the previous flood) that were experienced at a collective level could have caused shared identities to become salient again.

**Subtheme 2.3: Shared social identity can be intentionally sustained through commemorations.**

In some instances, it became apparent that the shared social identity can be intentionally pursued by the residents in events such as commemorations:

**Extract 7**
P17F: … yes, ok, and we all went to that piece of ground with a glass and a bottle of champagne and we had a chat and raised the glass, but it was blooming cold and I had a house full of family and friends anyway so we spent about half an hour also chatting and then we came back, but that was quite nice and I think it’s still there, “alright we’re all busy with our work, our hobbies and whatever, but we still have that underlying core of the community that we developed during the floods”
E: I see, why, why is it sustained?
P17F: ehm I think because we were all brought together, we were all made to realise that we are very similar in many ways, although we are very different, we are very similar, and so this is our little place, this is us and this is where we belong. We did actually want to close the road and have a street party, but the council weren’t very keen on that.

Shared social identities (as expressed in perceived community spirit and togetherness) were actively sustained through residents’ meetings during the anniversary of the floods, where the community feeling is actively pursued. The importance of commemorations in the post-disaster recovery period has been discussed previously [68]. In our case, community gatherings are described as positive experiences and as a validation that the continuity of the community spirit is ongoing despite the re-emergence of everyday routines (“busy with our work … during the floods”). Thus, following a disaster, commemorations and anniversaries can help to re-establish the existence of a community and strengthen a collective identity
among residents. It is also worth noting the important role that place and space plays in sustaining shared identities. A secure sense of place can be crucial for wellbeing [74], and here we make the case that specific landmark places and activities can also play a pivotal role in anniversaries and commemorations by being central elements around which a group identity is formed.

**Subtheme 2.4: Ongoing provision of practical and emotional social support can sustain shared social identity.**
Some participants stated that the ongoing provision of social support reinvigorated their sense of belonging to their communities. For example, P12F stated that:

**Extract 8**

P12F: [...] and we were really kind of humbled by that [a £200 cash payout from a charity to all flooded residents] because it was so [inaudible] we didn’t expect it at all, ehm, especially after you know a few months we kind of thought that was it, you know, we were, we got what we were gonna get and we had just kind of make the best of it and then in ehm I’d say October […] we got another eh £200 from the same charity group, which again we didn’t know it was coming, it just showed up in my bank one day and I was like ‘where did this come from’ so that was like, that was you know incredibly touching really because we didn’t expect it, and I still don’t really know where the money came from except that it was […] that that kind of stuff makes you feel you’re part of a collective, but then you get the, this official side, the government and the council, which makes you feel you’re kind of left to deal with it on your own, it’s a weird sort of position.

Shared social identities can increase donations [75] and provision of social support [29] in disasters. In the above extract, we note the opposite relationship, whereby provision of support can facilitate a shared social identity in the long-term aftermath of a disaster. Despite that the sense of togetherness can decline following the main event, receiving ongoing social support was perceived as enhancing P12F’s sense of belonging to a group (“makes you feel you’re part of a collective”) and as generating positive feelings. In contrast, perceived lack of support from official agencies was described as generating a sense of isolation and lack of support ("you’re kind of left to deal with it on your own").
However, aside from practical support it is also emotional support that can play a significant role in people’s recovery through the sustenance of a shared social identity. For example, when asked whether she still receives support today, a participant stated that:

**Extract 9**

P1F: ehm to a sense people are very interested and you know people, parents at school or friends, people are very interested to know when we are going to be back at the house or how it’s going, and I feel as I get asked that question lost, and I’m glad that people care, I might say it feels quite depressing when it comes the answer after this, but there is always the same answer “no we don’t know”, but I I I’m very grateful that people do ask because I would feel incredibly isolated about us going through this, who were, still experience, but people not asking the question, so I do feel I’m getting support.

People’s needs during the post-flood recovery period aren’t stable but can change significantly over time, and so does their nature which can shift from collective (e.g. community cleanups) to more individualistic (e.g. claiming insurance and fixing one’s house). In the case of P1F, the ongoing residency in temporary accommodation appears to be a persisting stressor. However, people’s interest in her situation is perceived as manifestation of caring and therefore as an ongoing source of emotional support that tackles isolation and fosters a sense of belonging.

**Theme 3: The decline of shared social identity in the post-flood period**

Eight participants stated that the emergent togetherness which they experienced during the floods had not persisted. In this section we discuss how they accounted for the decline in the emergent shared social identity, showing that the main reasons were construed in terms of perceived post-flood inequality, of a lack of common fate, and in terms of identity shifts.

**Subtheme 3.1: Shared social identity can decline due to a lack of common fate**

The decline was framed by some participants as a natural process. For example, P10I stated that:

**Extract 10**

P10I: it’s called the blitz spirit, I’m sorry but this is all I can put it down to, it’s just a thing that we realised we had it in World War II, when Londoners got bombed, instead of you know leaving each other to it and stuff like that, no, they came out with cups of tea, you know you’ve lost all your clothing ‘oh here there is a coat for you’, they call it
the blitz spirit and that is basically, that is all I can put it down to, it’s no, you know it’ll happen in all communities all over the world […] During a crisis we band together, unfortunately after the crisis is over we disband and go our own ways again you know.

P10I describes the emergent community togetherness as reflecting the ‘Blitz Spirit’ and describes it as a universal process. However, P10I stated that the sense of togetherness disappeared after the crisis, which echoes the point made by Fritz and Williams [20] about the decline of community due to the lack of shared threat. In SCT terms, psychological changes such as these occur due to changes in the comparative context; the crisis and shared adversity causes people to draw together, but the subsequent absence of such a phenomenon can cause the sense of togetherness to fade (P18F: “I mean it all depends, the whole thing was dependent on the immediate crisis, so when you don’t have an immediate crisis you are not really tested as to the how the community ethos has changed”, P10I: “after the crisis is over we disband and go our own ways”). Such experiences of adversity are influenced by P10I’s use of “we” represents the decline of shared identity and the return to individuality as a normative, community-wide process rather than an inclination of the individual person. Some authors such as Frank Furedi [76] have argued that certain cultural narratives (such as national identity content) can shape the ways that people experience adversity. As a result, P10I’s universal processes of decline could be linked to elements of the English national identity related to the Second World War and the narrative of the Blitz spirit.

While P10I refers to a return to individuality, in other cases participants referred to a return to pre-existing group divisions.

Subtheme 3.2: Shared social identity can decline perceived inequality in post-flood treatment.

As we mentioned earlier, the widespread impact and the common situation that residents found themselves in during the disaster operated as the context against which previous intergroup boundaries dissolved and residents operated as a single, united community. For example, P6I stated that “I think because there’s so much of the city that was affected, that people were just looking at the city as a whole and everybody living in it, rather than specific communities, so even though we’re gypsy Traveller, we were seen as York residents and we lost that, we became a whole community instead of a small community within.” However, when asked why this shared sense of togetherness changed, this participant relied that:
Extract 11

P6I: because that crisis isn’t there anymore […] once the houses, people started going back into their own houses and homes and things, then York became separate again.

Despite the disaster temporarily breaking pre-existing group boundaries and facilitating the appearance of a larger community based on common suffering, the perceived inequality during the recovery period made the participant construe the event in terms of intergroup relations and pre-existing discrimination [54]. The restatement of the status-quo in the post-disaster period is well documented in the literature [53] and, in the case of P6I, settled residents’ returning to normality served to re-introduce intra-community boundaries and perceived intergroup discrimination, finally damaging the wider emergent community cohesion. Similar was the case for P7F who, when asked about why she did not feel connected in the post-disaster period, stated that “P7F: “I don’t know, because we keep yourself to yourself, I suppose someone’s gonna look back and think ‘well the brigade never come to us’ because there was after your own people’.” It appears that while common fate can operate as a mechanism for unity, previous group boundaries can still become salient when differences in the response period are perceived in ingroup-outgroup dimensions (“us”, “your own people”). Thus, the return to ‘normality’ can be described as the re-emergence of pre-existing group boundaries and the status quo.

Subtheme 3.3: Flood-related shared social identity can decline due to identity shifts.

Other participants described the subsequent lack of togetherness in terms of contextual changes that made other identities other than the ‘flood’ identity more salient. For example, when asked about why the sense of togetherness declined, P14F states that:

Extract 10

P14F: people refocus ahm, they get back their sense of the rest of their lives, ahm, you’re no longer primarily a flood victim, you got other things happening so you can’t, no it’s not, can’t be a vocation, it can’t be your primary identity, not for very long, and that depends on your circumstances, so if you got small children you might find you have a lot more continuously in common with other people who got small children, ahm, I think some of the other factors, and then it differentiates more and more, some people are back after three months, some people after 6 months, some people not back for a year or 15 months, ahm, so yes divisions emerge, differences emerge, not divisions necessarily, and there will be different [...]
Flood identity can emerge in relation to the disaster context and become a source of unity during the impact and immediate aftermath of a disaster. However, according to P14F, changes in the immediate and post-disaster contexts can cause identity shifts in disaster survivors (“no longer primarily a flood victim, you got other things happening”). After the floods, survivors are positioned in more fragmented ways, since people’s needs and recovery time are likely to vary. Inevitably, this can cause the salience of different social identities for different people (“divisions emerge, differences emerge”) and the subsequent decline of the previous operant shared identity which acted as the basis of togetherness.

4. Discussion

Previous research has established that community groups can emerge in disasters and provide those in need with crucial social support [20,23,31], but also that emergent groups can decline in the post-disaster period [20,35,77]. In this paper, we adopted a social psychological approach to examine the processes the contribute in the endurance or decline of emergent groups in the long-term aftermath of the disaster.

As we mentioned earlier, the development of community resilience sits at the forefront of strategies employed to deal with the increasing impact of climate change [9,19]. To conceptualize community resilience, the most usual indicator and target of interventions is the development of social capital, which rightly assumes that stronger and more cohesive community networks will be able to respond better to and cope more efficiently with the impact of disasters [10,11,51,78]. However, as some researchers have argued, the notion of social capital cannot account for the processes that mobilize existing networks [13] or for the emergence of novel, unexpected capitals [17] (or social capacity, to use a non-economic and less reductionistic term; also see Tierney & Oliver-Smith [67]). A more general argument has been made about the importance of adopting a systems thinking approach that will theorize on the links between the individual, the collective, and the structural levels, and will generate theories to be tested empirically [5].

Considering the above points, a distinct contribution of our paper is the explanation of the processes described above on the basis of self-categorization theory in social psychology [43], and more specifically on the tenets of the SIMCR [25,26]. This framework allowed us to conceptualise emergent communities as the manifestation of emergent shared social identities and trace the precise dynamics of the factors that affect their progress. We construed shared social identities as participants’ talk about a sense of togetherness, unity, and solidarity. Considering the benefits of shared social identity for wellbeing [46–48], the maintenance of
positive groups in the post-disaster period can be crucial for health and the recovery period [3,38,74]. This approach allows us to identify antecedents as well as outcomes of shared social identity and identify how they might interact with other socio-structural factors. This approach also allows us to generate hypotheses that can be tested empirically (e.g. see [49]).

First of all, the first part of our thematic analysis verifies previous findings (e.g. [27–29]) on how perceived common fate both *during the incident* as well as in the direct aftermath can contribute to an emerging shared social identity among participants. Participants who experienced common fate perceived themselves to be members of a wider community and felt a sense of togetherness with others whom they saw as undergoing the same hardship or the same secondary stressors. Thus, the first element of our thematic analysis attests to the appropriateness of the SIMCR as an explanatory concept of emergent groups in disasters.

In relation to the endurance or decline of shared social identity in the post-flood period, participants were almost split. Regarding endurance, perceptions of past common fate served as the glue that sustained this sense of togetherness 15 months following the incident. Those participants reported increased understanding and openness in communication with residents that they saw as having undergone the same hardship. *Thus it appears that emerging shared social identity can in some instances be transformed into enduring social capital.* In other cases, when secondary stressors were perceived in collective terms, a shared social identity that seemed to have disappeared following the incident seemed to re-emerge. Following this observation, it would be useful to know how reminders of extreme events might affect wellbeing when they are perceived in individualistic terms or when collective efficacy is not particularly strong. Moreover, shared social identities need not only continue operating passively over time, but they can also be actively pursued by residents. Ntontis et al. [29] showed how community spirit can be strategically constructed through discourse. We advance such findings by showing how people intentionally came together to celebrate the presence of the community after the floods, which can enhance their collective identity, provide them with meaning, and possibly enhance their expectations of support. Eyre [68] has extensively discussed the broader implications of commemorations and anniversaries in enhancing community cohesion (also see [60]). It is also important to note that events of this kind are inextricably linked to space - certain places operated as centres for the emerging communities, around which support was mobilised and goods were gathered and distributed both directly and the months following the floods. In turn, these places acted as anchors of those shared identities by operating as the space in which residents chose to perform certain rituals such as the celebration of the anniversary of the flood. This observation echoes
anthropological points regarding the link between space, the material environment, and psychosocial processes in relation to the re-constitution of community [60].

The presence and persistence of social support also appears to be crucial to maintaining the sense of community. McNulty and Rennick [54] have discussed how the presence of social support can help sustain a community during the recovery period. We found from our participants in York how social support can positively impact their sense of togetherness. Indeed, residents who received a donation in the aftermath of the event reported feeling an enhanced sense of togetherness and community presence, while they also reported feeling let down by the lack of support from the local authorities and the government, which was initially considered as its supposed provider. Thus, we make the case that the presence of donations and social support in general can be a factor that assists in increasing people’s perceptions of the presence of social support and crucially in continuation of community spirit in the aftermath of floods: *others’ (supportive) actions towards us can tell us that we are members of the same group.* A similar point has been made in relation to collective behaviour processes and cooperation in crowding situations [79], and through our analysis we extend this point to the context of disasters.

For some other participants, the sense of togetherness that developed during the floods seemed to ‘naturally’ decline over time due to a lack of common fate and was replaced by a return to individuality. Perceived common fate can bond people, and a perceived lack of such a comparative context against which people unite can break down the sense of unity. For others, the decline was related to perceived unequal treatment and by the re-emergence of previous group boundaries. Kaniasty and Norris [35,39] have extensively discussed about inequalities in the provision of social support with an emphasis on minority group members. Similar is the case in our findings, whereby a perceived shared social identity between settled residents and members of the Travelling community appeared to dissolve during the recovery period. This reportedly happened due to perceived inequality of treatment between minority and majority members, or because of differentiations in the recovery process. Finally, decline in shared social identity appeared to be a function of identity shifts. The re-emergence of everyday events bears with it changes in the context of survivors’ lives, which in turn can cause previous salient group identifications to decline due to the re-operation of people’s multiple social identities. Thus, the lack of a flood and the subsequent decline in the salience of flood identities can make the emergent sense of togetherness disappear.

There is an ongoing wider discussion in relation to inequality inherent in communities and how they can be masked through the use of the concept of ‘community’ [80]. We agree
that ‘community’ does not necessarily equate to some generic commonality between people who might reside in the same geographical area, share a tradition or have some form of common pre-existing ties (the UK’s Strategic National Framework on Community Resilience [19] is helpful in that it identifies various types of ‘communities’ that can be affected by or created due to an extreme event). By using the term ‘community’ in this paper we do not presuppose any form of bonds between people in a romanticized sense. Rather, social psychology and more specifically the concept of social identity allows us to identify the conditions under which people affected by a disaster did indeed experience a (reported) sense of togetherness (or ‘community’) with others (regardless of the existence of any pre-existing bonds or common place of residence), and the reasons why it disappeared. Indeed, for some residents of minority groups, the reported sense of community seemed to decline due to the re-emergence of the pre-disaster status-quo. Our approach, which focuses explicitly on group dynamics and their interaction with social context and other structural factors points specifically to the need for a more dynamic and non-essentializing conceptualization of the notion of ‘community’. ‘Community’ should not be used to gloss over the underlying dynamics or mask the existing inequality, but any useful analysis should be able to delineate the psychosocial and structural factors (and the interactions between them) that cause new groups to emerge or existing groups to mobilize, that facilitate collective coordination and the provision of social support, and reduce ‘Othering’. Moreover, it should also be able to account for the conditions under which the above phenomena disappear. Hopefully our analysis is a step in that direction.

Inevitably, our work has weaknesses. It is a first attempt to uncover the processes that occur in relation to shared identities in the aftermath of floods and so our findings should be treated with caution. One limitation is that the cross-sectional design does not allow us to investigate social identity processes over time within the same sample, so future research should attempt to sample the same population longitudinally. Moreover, the limited number of participants that interview studies inevitably engage means that other participants might give different or even contradictory accounts to these. Also, even though we sampled residents from various areas of York, participants were self-selected and residents from missed areas might have also given different accounts. The self-selected sample poses the risk that more community-oriented participants decided to participate in the study. Furthermore, our dataset is based on qualitative interviews in the UK, where the notions of ‘Blitz Spirit’ and community solidarity are widely used discursive repertoires mobilized in times of collective distress. Self-selected participants could endorse this repertoire higher compared to less
community-oriented participants, skewing our view of disaster community processes. As a result, we cannot be certain about the extent to which the social processes described would apply for both high and low community-oriented participants. Thus, future research should incorporate more robust sampling methods in terms of areas of residence and demographics. For example, it can adopt a survey design that will sample residents from a larger area, overcoming the sampling limitations of qualitative studies. Finally, from the present data we cannot be sure about the extent to which certain groups emerged among people that knew each other prior to the disaster or between total strangers such as in the case of the London bombings [28]. Despite that the vast majority of our data shows emergent groups among people who wouldn’t speak to each other prior to the disaster, future quantitative research will have to take into account pre-existing networks and census-type data and their effects on social cohesion.

4.1. Summary and practical implications

Our paper is a social psychological attempt to investigate social identity processes in the long-term aftermath of floods. The damage of floods can persist for a long time after the immediate impact [81], and negatively affect mental health [8,64,65]. This was also evident in the case of the floods in York, where mental healthcare was still needed almost 1.5 year after the disaster [71]. The emergent sense of togetherness can be crucial to the mobilization of support to affected people, and we have pointed to some factors that assist in maintaining that support or promote its decline. We hope we have demonstrated the importance of social psychological research on group processes for the field of disaster studies, as well as for the resilience of communities and their members. Despite groups emerging during the response phase, they are usually not long-lasting. Therefore:

a) The maintenance of community groups based around a positive, non-corrosive content should be facilitated by communities themselves as well as by the authorities for the period following the incident, since they can provide people who are affected with crucial support and a sense of identity and belonging when they need it most. This can be achieved by assisting in community-based activities that aim to support the affected residents, and through the provision of space that can be actively used by communities (such as community hubs) to foster social interaction. Resources and support (e.g. meeting venues, online platforms) should
be facilitated by responding authorities and governmental organizations, where these are not readily available.

b) Commemorations, anniversaries, and other community rituals should be assisted since they can act as re-affirmation of the existence of a community. These are particularly important in the first few years of recovery when maintaining group identity is most needed/useful.

c) The authorities should act and be perceived as acting equally towards the affected residents; perceived inequality in treatment is likely to lead to perceived discrimination, the re-establishment of group boundaries, and further tears in the social fabric.
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